Wellers Law Group and people-motion pre-releases new
Shared Parental Leave App to progressive innovation
partners
You will be aware that the new rules on shared parental leave – while creating welcome
opportunities for your people and their families – are going to be challenging to manage.
There are significant risks in getting it wrong.
people-motion has today pre-released, to the Wellers Progressive Innovation partner
programme, a new Shared Parental Leave app to help Employers of all sizes manage the
new Shared Parental Leave legislation. By combining people-motion’s transformation and
compliance based HR software with Wellers Law Group legal services, Employers can reduce
the risks that surround the implementation and management of the new Shared Parental
Leave provisions.
This pre-release version of the people-motion software provides a unique opportunity to
the Wellers’ innovation partners to evaluate the use of this specialized HR software and get
the correct Shared Parental Leave advice as an integrated package of technology and Legal
advice.
people-motion provides the UK’s only HR software dedicated to protecting business from
legal risk, as well as helping to reduce complexity, time and cost of new legislation, legal
conformance, company restructuring, M&A and other critical people change programmes.
Wellers Law Group Head of Employment and Equality Law, Mark Bainbridge, said, “a
common concern of HR Professionals to whom we have spoken is the challenge of
implementing this complex legislation. Foremost in employers’ minds has been designing
and implementing a straightforward policy, which managers can easily use. This is
particularly the case with large employers facing multiple requests for continuous and
discontinuous leave. In response, we have worked with people-motion to enable the prerelease of the new Shared Parental Leave functionality to the people-motion software,
which enables managers to respond to and manage shared parental leave, in line with policy
and legal requirements.”
Co-founder of people-motion, Philip Clayson said, “The significant addition of the Shared
Parental Leave functionality to our software, demonstrates the strength of our innovation
relationship with Wellers. The Software integrates all aspects of the Shared Parental Leave
processes, keeps managers on track and on time, records key meetings and
communications, and provides the facility to consider and respond to multiple requests for
shared parental leave. Our objective is to enable managers to focus on meeting their
business’ requirements, and allow our innovations in software, to help people-managers
with complex HR processes such as Shared Parental Leave.

people-motion runs on all tablets, smartphones and PCs giving Wellers’ partners and clients
both flexibility and efficiency”

About Wellers Law Group
Wellers Law Group is an award winning law firm with offices in the City of London, Kent, and
Surrey. The firm offers a full range of corporate, commercial, employment, and real estate
legal services to business and charities of all sizes.

About people-motion
people-motion’s secure and cost-effective cloud based software is appropriate for
companies of all sizes and across all industry sectors who need to manage Shared Parental
Leave, are planning and delivering a new organisational design, or who wish to merge,
acquire or divest a part of their business. People-motion also provides compliance tracking
for VISA and Immigration, and both mandatory medical and health and safety based
compliance management.
people-motion supports the complex and business critical components for any major people
transformation project or compliance events. People-motion supports the requirements of
organizational restructuring, mergers and acquisitions and in/outsourcing. By using timebased reports of all transactions, meetings, messages and other correspondence. It reduces
management costs by tracking follow-up actions, providing pre-loaded letters, FAQS, and
‘quick-forms’ as well as providing management reporting, saving hours of work per manger
or employee involved in even the simplest people transactions.
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